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This whitepaper (“Whitepaper”) is being furnished by MovieCoin Holdings Inc. (the “Com-
pany”) solely for informational purposes and does not constitute investment advice. The recipient 
should seek legal and investment advice tailored to your own particular circumstances from inde-
pendent professional advisors. The Company and its affiliates intend to conduct separate offer-
ings of  Moviecoin Tokens and MovieCoin Smart Fund Tokens (“MSF Tokens”), each referenced 
herein. No offering is being made and no money or other consideration is being solicited by this 
Whitepaper.  The Moviecoin Tokens and MSF Tokens have not been registered with or approved 
by the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) or any State or non-U.S. 
securities agency or regulatory authority. Neither the SEC nor any other agency or authority has 
approved or passed upon the merits or value of  the tokens, made any recommendations about 
their purchase or passed upon the adequacy or accuracy of  this Whitepaper. Any representation 
to the contrary is a criminal offense. Moviecoin Tokens will be offered by MovieCoin Services Inc., 
a Cayman Island company, and MSF Tokens will be offered by MovieCoin Capital Inc., a British 
Columbia corporation, both of  which are subsidiaries of  MovieCoin Holdings Inc.

THE INFORMATION IN THIS WHITEPAPER IS NOT COMPLETE AND MAY BE 
CHANGED OR UPDATED BY THE COMPANY AT ANY TIME WITHOUT NOTICE. 
ANY SALE OF TOKENS OR SECURITIES SHALL BE CONDUCTED IN CONNEC-
TION WITH THE CIRCULATION OF AN OFFERING DOCUMENT OR OTHER DE-
FINITIVE LEGAL DOCUMENTATION. 

No offering is being made and no money or other consideration is being solicited or will be 
accepted by the Company in connection with the issuance of  the MSF Tokens referenced herein. 
MSF Tokens will only be offered by an affiliate of  the Company to accredited investors and non-
US persons in compliance with the exemptions from registration provided by Regulation D of  the 
United States Securities Exchange Act (the “Act”). For information regarding the terms of  distrib-
uting MSF Tokens, please visit the Company’s Website at https://moviecapital.io.

The date of this Whitepaper version 1.2.0 is July 20, 2018

https://moviecapital.io. 
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Disclaimer
The information in this Whitepaper, the MovieCoin Website at https://movie.io (“Web-

site”) and the terms and conditions of  the MovieCoin token generating event (“Terms and Con-
ditions”) relate to the development by the Company of  a cryptographic token (each a “Moviecoin 
Token” or “Moviecoin”) that will deliver innovative fintech solutions to the worldwide entertain-
ment industry and benefits to consumers who purchase the Moviecoin Tokens. 

Moviecoin Tokens do not:
- provide any ownership or security interest in the assets or property of  the Company;
- provide a right to receive any revenue from the Company;
- represent any debt owed by the Company;
- provide any right to repurchase by, or impose any obligation to repurchase on, the Com-

pany; or
- provide any voting or governance rights regarding the Company.

This Whitepaper, the Website and the Terms and Conditions available on the Website (col-
lectively, the “Materials”) have not been reviewed or approved by the U.S. Securities and Ex-
change Commission (the “SEC”) or any securities commission or similar entity in any jurisdiction. 
The Materials do not constitute a prospectus, private placement memorandum or other offering 
document relating to the Company and have not been approved by the SEC or any financial reg-
ulator or securities commission in any jurisdiction.

Certain statements in the Materials are forward-looking statements and the Materials have 
been based on a number of  judgments, assumptions, forecasts and projections by the Company 
that by their nature are forward looking. Forward-looking statements are typically identified by for-
ward-looking terminology such as “believes,” “expects,” “may,” “could,” “should,” “intends,” “es-
timates,” “potential,” “anticipates,” “plans,” “assumes” or similar expressions, or by discussions 
of  strategy that involve risk and uncertainties. Forward-looking statements, assumptions, forecasts 
and projections involve risks and uncertainties, and sometimes are based on estimates and incom-
plete information that could cause actual results or events to differ materially from those expressed 
or implied by the forward-looking statements or by the Materials. These risks and uncertainties, 
and the impact they have on the assumptions, forecasts and projections in the Materials, could 
adversely affect the outcome and financial effects of  the plans and events described therein.

If  any person has any doubt about the contents of  the Materials, he or she should seek pro-
fessional advice. The information in the Materials does not cover all matters that may be relevant 
in considering whether or not to participate in the distribution of  Moviecoin Tokens (the “Distri-
bution”) or the other transactions described therein and is not intended to provide, and should not 
be relied upon for, financial, accounting, legal, regulatory or tax advice.

https://movie.io
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Moviecoin Tokens and the MovieCoin Platform are undergoing rigorous research and devel-
opment and the contents of  this paper can change from time to time. Please refer to the Website 
(https://movie.io) for the latest version of  this paper. You are specifically directed to the Terms 
and Conditions available on the Website that set out criteria for eligibility to participate in the Dis-
tribution, including certain confirmations, representations and warranties given to the Company 
and certain risk factors. If  you cannot agree to the Terms and Conditions, including such confir-
mations, representations and warranties, you cannot participate in the Distribution and should 
leave the Website. Continued use of  the Website shall be recognized by the parties as a confirma-
tion of  acceptance of  the Terms and Conditions on the Website

This Whitepaper contains forward-looking statements and information that are based on the 
beliefs of  the Company’s management, as well as assumptions made by and information currently 
available to the Company. All statements other than statements of  historical fact included in this 
Whitepaper are forward-looking statements, including but not limited to statements identified 
by the words “anticipates”, “believes”, “estimates”, “expects”, “intends”, “projects” and similar 
expressions. These statements reflect the Company’s current views with respect to future events; 
however, the statements are subject to a number of  risks, uncertainties and assumptions. Should 
risks or uncertainties materialize, or should underlying assumptions prove incorrect, the Compa-
ny’s actual results, performance or achievements may vary materially from those expressed or im-
plied in the forward-looking statements. New risks and uncertainties may arise from time to time, 
and the Company does not intend to update these forward-looking statements and information 
after the date of  this Whitepaper. Some of  the important factors that could cause future events 
to differ from current expectations described in this Whitepaper could be included in an offering 
document as risk factors, which you should review carefully. Please consider the forward-looking 
statements in light of  those risks as you read this Whitepaper. The confidential financial models 
of  the Company contain projections of  future financial performance. Such projections are based 
on numerous estimates and other assumptions about future events and circumstances, many of  
which will not be within the control of  the Company or its management. The Company believes 
that such estimates and other assumptions are reasonable under the circumstances, but no repre-
sentation, warranty or other assurance is given that such projection will be realized. There will be 
variances between such projection and actual events and results and such variations will likely be 
material.

This Whitepaper contains descriptions of  the planned business activities of  the Company and 
potential benefits associated with the MovieCoin platform that are based on significant assump-
tions, including the adoption of  the MovieCoin platform and Moviecoin Tokens by third-party 
businesses or consumers. There can be no assurance that either the Moviecoin Tokens or the 
MovieCoin platform will be adopted by any party.

Notice Concerning Forward-Looking Statements

Notice of Significant Assumptions
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1. Overview

MovieCoin Holdings Inc. (the “Company”) is a next-generation financial technology compa-
ny that has been formed to improve and enhance participation in the entertainment sector among 
businesses, consumers and financiers by leveraging blockchain technology and the Company’s 
proprietary applications. The Company’s objective is for the MovieCoin-branded platform to 
become the preferred portal for entertainment investment and for its cryptographic tokens to 
become the standard currency in a new Hollywood economy strengthened by the advantages of  
digital assets, blockchain-based asset management and cryptocurrency. 

The Company operates in three primary business segments: content production and financ-
ing, business and consumer services, and technology development and licensing. The content 
production and financing business offers ownership of  filmed entertainment assets to financial 
investors seeking institutionalized, programmatic access to financing of  premium content. The 
Company’s financing and digital asset platform uses cryptographic tokens to provide businesses 
with solutions designed to mitigate risk and streamline operations and entertainment enthusiasts 
with more engaging ways to participate in the movie and entertainment experience.

The Company has been established as a Canadian corporation (British Columbia) and con-
ducts business activities through its four primary operating subsidiaries: MovieCoin Entertain-
ment (Delaware, United States), MovieCoin Capital (British Columbia, Canada), MovieCoin Ser-
vices (George Town, Cayman Islands), and MovieCoin Technologies1.  MovieCoin Services and 
MovieCoin Capital are the issuing entities for separate issuances of  Moviecoin Tokens (described 
below) and MSF Tokens (described below), respectively. 

The Company’s organizational structure is set forth below:
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MovieCoin Entertainment serves as a production supervisor and financing manager on 
behalf  of  the Company’s content financing entity, MovieCoin Capital. MovieCoin Entertainment 
is staffed with seasoned Hollywood media executives primarily to originate and qualify commer-
cial, theatrical feature film financing and investment, and also to identify attractive non-film con-
tent acquisitions or investments such as television or other entertainment assets. 

MovieCoin Capital has been formed as an organizing entity to facilitate all film and televi-
sion content investment through discrete financing vehicles managed by MovieCoin Capital, and 
originated and qualified by MovieCoin Entertainment through a producer services agreement. 
The Company intends to execute programmatic financing of  multiple film and television projects. 
Film and television content is to be produced, financed and managed throughout its lifecycle the 
issuance of  cryptographic tokens (described below). Financing of  content acquisitions is to be 
completed through a combination of  co-financings with third parties, private securities transac-
tions structured as security token sales and/or credit facilities to be established with banks or other 
institutional lenders.

MovieCoin Services has been formed to direct the benefits associated with the MovieCoin 
platform and Moviecoin Tokens to active participants in the entertainment business (e.g., talent 
or production companies and various service providers) and consumers who seek to engage and 
participate in entertainment in new ways offered through the Company’s platform capabilities. 
Financing of  the build out of  the services platform is to be executed through the issuance of  Mov-
iecoin Tokens that business clients can use to access trade finance and the MovieCoin platform, 
and consumer clients can use to purchase movie tickets or other entertainment offerings.   

MovieCoin Technologies will hold all of  the Company’s technology assets, including li-
censed intellectual property or technology developed by or for the Company itself. MovieCoin 
Technologies also exists to manage all technology applications, use of  licensed technology from 
affiliates or third parties and development of  tech-based intellectual property for use in connection 
with the MovieCoin platform. This subsidiary maintains exchange-based tech solutions to facil-
itate token surveillance, ownership, reporting and trading application. In addition, MovieCoin 
Technologies will own and operate consumer-facing interactive media applications, including 
Movie.io, the trademarks and patents, if  any, associated with the platform, and the applications to 
enhance the build out of  consumer engagement initiatives. To fulfill its technology requirements, 
the Company has aligned with BANKEX  through a comprehensive license agreement, develop-

ment agreement and servicing transition arrangement, pursuant to which BANKEX2 licenses its 
technology built on Ethereum3  and agrees to develop additional functionality required to manage 
and operate the MovieCoin platform.
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In order to activate the MovieCoin platform and execute on its operating strategy, the 
Company’s affiliate, MovieCoin Technologies and BANKEX have entered into comprehensive 
agreements to leverage the deep domain expertise of  BANKEX’s existing Proof-of-Asset Proto-
col (“PoAP”)4  and other functionality. The contractual relationship between BANKEX and the 
Company is summarized below. Please refer to ‘Section 5 – Alliance with BANKEX’ for a more 
detailed description of  the corporate relationship.

BANKEX Relationship

The Company’s strategic priority is to continue to finance the development of  a comprehen-
sive blockchain technology solution to improve entertainment financing, legal documentation pro-
cesses and accounting systems. To support the operations and financing objectives of  MovieCoin 
Services, the Company intends to initiate the sale of  a new digital token asset called “Moviecoin 
Token,” which can be used by consumers to enhance their movie-going experience, or by enter-
tainment-related businesses, such as motion picture production companies, to pay for the services 
through which they derive financial and legal efficiencies or other value through the creation of  
smart contracts and tokenization5  of  films. Together, Moviecoin Tokens and the MovieCoin plat-
form upon build out of  the product roadmap aim to offer businesses, guilds and talent a timely, 
end-to-end tracking and reporting process for a film project’s revenues and expenses, from the first 
consumer transaction at the theater through every subsequent window in which a project is ex-
ploited. The Company believes that by offering transparent, standardized reporting and payment 
systems to all stakeholders in the entertainment industry, Moviecoin will eventually become the 
preferred system for financing, legal documentation, accounting, reporting and payment process-
ing for film and television entertainment.

Plans for Moviecoin Tokens
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To support the content financing objectives of  MovieCoin Capital and to provide proof-of-
concept for tokenization processes on the MovieCoin platform, the Company is also preparing in 
parallel a private securities offering of  MovieCoin Smart Fund Tokens (“MSF Tokens”). Please 
refer to ‘Section 9 – Appendix,’ for more information regarding the MovieCoin Smart Fund. 

Plans for MovieCoin Smart Fund Tokens

Moviecoin Tokens and MSF Tokens are to be issued and administered independent of  each 
other. It is anticipated, however, that the Company’s exchange application, the MovieCoin Ex-
change Terminal,  will serve as a common platform to create liquidity and realize value from the 
Moviecoin Tokens for all respective token holders, including financial investors, entertainment 
businesses and consumers

BANKEX’s technology and compliance roadmap includes a trading engine that powers an 
exchange terminal for trading MovieCoin Smart Asset Tokens and other cryptographic tokens, 
the MovieCoin Exchange Terminal6. Under the terms of  its license agreement with BANKEX, 
the Company is granted the right to build a private-label, MovieCoin-branded terminal to this Ex-
change. Subject to compliance with applicable legal and regulatory requirements, the Company’s 
objective is to for all MovieCoin securities tokens created on the MovieCoin platform, including 
MSF Tokens, initially, MovieCoin Smart Asset Tokens and new forms of  tokenized securities 
developed by MovieCoin Capital or third parties who use the MovieCoin platform, to be traded 
through the MovieCoin Exchange Terminal to provide liquidity support for token holders and 
new investors. In addition, after any required holding periods to meet legal and regulatory require-
ments, the Company intends to facilitate purchasing of  Moviecoin Tokens and allow for trading in 
Moviecoin Tokens through the MovieCoin Exchange Terminal.

The Company believes the MovieCoin platform offers (i) liquidity for new and existing 
holders of  MSF Tokens or other security tokens, (ii) transparency and ‘mark-to-market’ benefits 
through blockchain technology, and (iii) a globally-marketed offering to qualified investors who 
can invest in tokens that are divisible participation interests and permit incremental liquidity vis-à-
vis traditional partnership or LLC interests, which are indivisible and illiquid.

Separate Offerings

MovieCoin Exchange Terminal
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The Company has identified a number of  ways to establish baseline usage of  Moviecoin To-
kens within the MovieCoin platform to provide utility to the tokenholders and support minimum 
levels of  demand, initially. The Company anticipates that cross-platform initiatives can produce 
positive tokenomics through embedded demand and also create scarcity before promoting the 
benefits to third party businesses and consumers.

Content funding deposits and reserves
Investments made by the MovieCoin Smart Fund or independent producers using the Mov-

ieCoin platform will require a replenishing reserve to be held in Moviecoin Tokens and BKX 
tokens to initiate the fund withdrawals for investment in content production financing. The reserve 
is to represent 10% of  the content production budgets financed by the Fund or other producers 
at any given time (the “Moviecoin Token Reserve Requirement”). The reserve accounts are “ev-
ergreen” and will need to be replenished to fulfill reserve requirements for any subsequent with-
drawals. Maintenance levels of  the reserve are to be held in a 4 to 1 ratio of  Moviecoin Tokens to 
BKX tokens, or 80% and 20%, respectively.

Cross-platform Moviecoin Token Usage

Moviecoin Token Offering Summary
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Exchange-based commissions
The Company intends to have commissions for any trades on the MovieCoin Exchange Ter-

minal paid in either Moviecoin Tokens or BKX Tokens, or a combination thereof.
Producer fees on MSF films and other payments to MovieCoin Entertainment
Any supervisory fees, producer fees or administrative fees paid to MovieCoin Entertainment 

by MovieCoin Capital, its Funds or any independent producer shall be paid when due 50% in 
U.S. dollars and 50% in cryptocurrency. Of  such amounts payable in cryptocurrency, 80% are to 
be paid in Moviecoin Tokens and 20% in BKX tokens.

Consumer-based transactions
Moviecoin Tokens are to be used by consumers to purchase movie tickets and buy premium 

services on the Movie.io Website.

The following example reflects significant assumptions by the Company regarding use of  
Moviecoin Tokens to fund producer fees payable to MovieCoin Entertainment, which are to be 
paid 50% in cash, 40% in Moviecoin Tokens and 10% in BKX tokens. 

Assuming the MovieCoin Smart Fund meets is financing targets of  10 qualifying film proj-
ects per year, and average production budgets of  $30 million per film, MovieCoin Entertainment 
would earn annual producer fees of  US$15 million per annum, 40% of  which is to be paid in 
Moviecoin Tokens, or an average annual volume of  US$6 million. If  this volume is extended 
over a six-year fund re-investment period, aggregate Moviecoin token activity from MSF would 
represent $36 million. 

Illustrative Volume of Platform Usage of Moviecoin Tokens
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The global media and entertainment industry is a $2 trillion annual market encompassing 
movies, television programs, commercials, streaming content, music and audio recordings, broad-
cast, radio, book and periodical publishing, live entertainment and video games, along with ancil-
lary services and products. The U.S. market, representing a third of  the global industry, is expected 
to reach $804 billion in revenue by 2021 according to the Entertainment & Media Outlook by 
PriceWaterhouseCoopers. 

The market for content production and delivery is dominated by major companies that own 
the major U.S. movie studios and affiliated television networks, or large exhibitors, broadcast com-
panies or digital streaming services. The major entertainment companies invest tens of  billions 
of  dollars every year toward financing, producing and marketing content throughout the world. 
They own or hold a meaningful stake in virtually all of  the world’s most successful film and tele-
vision productions and the intellectual property on which they are based. They have the most 
advantageous licensing and distribution arrangements when bringing those projects to market. 
They spread their risk across diversified production slates in order to mitigate risk. Production and 
ownership of  premium content can be an attractive asset class with uncorrelated, recession-resis-
tant returns monetized over multi-year periods of  sequential exploitation in different media and 
markets.

The Company’s proprietary products and services are designed to unlock value in the enter-
tainment ecosystem for a broad array of  participants:

- For businesses, the benefits include potentially significant information, resource and value 
realization advantages resulting in a greater level of  confidence in reporting, reliability of  collec-
tion of  entitlements and increased  velocity of  cashflows or deal closings;

What is the market size and who are the major players?

Which companies benefit from MovieCoin’s products and 
services?

2. MovieCoin FAQ
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- For consumers, the Company offers opportunities for new forms of  interaction and en-
gagement with prominent industry professionals and talent that were previously exclusive to select 
individuals;

- For financiers, the Company offers an institutional-quality content finance platform, active-
ly managed by an experienced executive team to deliver high-quality project flows for widely-re-
leased theatrical motion pictures with qualification criteria including production budget controls, 
and with greater transparency and more accurate, timely reporting.

An overview of  potential beneficiaries of  the MovieCoin platform is set forth below.

As the Company builds out its MovieCoin platform and as Moviecoin Token adoption in-
creases, the Company’s goal is to offer benefits to all potential participants. The producers who 
use the MovieCoin platform to create films and television content as MovieCoin Smart Assets9  
will be able to aggregate the influence of  investors, lenders, unions, guilds, actors, writers, direc-
tors and other creatives to disintermediate the middlemen who today control the flow of  revenue 
from theaters and other distribution channels. Because of  these benefits, the Company believes 
that MovieCoin will eventually become the preferred or standard platform for all entertainment 
industry transactional activity.
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Members of  the Company’s management team have decades of  experience and working 
relationships with the industry’s most prominent firms, major studios, and other service-based en-
tertainment entities (see ‘Section 8 – Management’ below). The Company’s go-to-market strategy 
for its service offerings is to prioritize clients based on those entities that can realize the greatest 
immediate benefit, but also maintain a strategically important position in the MovieCoin ecosys-
tem. For example, adoption of  Moviecoin Tokens and the MovieCoin platform by guilds could 
spur adoption by studio distributors and major sales companies that must account to the guilds on 
each project. Top production companies represent important potential clients for the MovieCoin 
integrated suite of  services, since their primary responsibilities  involve coordination of  activities 
among the capital providers, talent and their intermediaries, and the distributors, exhibitors and 
sales agents will be able to migrate these transactions on to the MovieCoin platform to realize 
significant benefits from automation, transparency and other aspects of  blockchain technology.

The union guilds and collection account managers represent an important source of  business. 
These parties will likely view the Company as an ally in securing funds earlier and on improved 
terms for their clients, and would not otherwise be able to pursue technology changes among the 
major media companies for the benefit of  their clients. Through its partnership with BANKEX, 
the Company has developed experience in marketing to industry participants, has created brand 
awareness and is developing a market presence among potential customers.

Small to medium-sized production companies and services companies who have suffered re-
cent trade payment defaults are target clients. However, even large corporations such as the major 
film studios have expressed interest in pursuing tech solutions to improve cash management, risk 
mitigation, and operating performance.

The Company has identified the following entertainment participants as priority clients or 
partners for early adoption of  the Moviecoin Token and MovieCoin platform: 

-Major film production companies or content acquisition companies such as Netflix or Am-
azon

- Top Hollywood talent agencies (e.g., CAA, WME, UTA, ICM)
- Guilds (e.g., SAG, DGA, WGA, AFoM, IATSE) 
- International sales companies
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- Collection account managers (e.g., Fintage or Freeway)
- Film completion guarantors
- Financial investors that aggregate content assets

Because the major Hollywood studios mainly finance their productions through the treasury 
functions of  their respective media company parents and selectively “co-finance” with either in-
ternational distributors or large financial investors (such as private equity firms or sovereign wealth 
funds) most other investors have no opportunity to directly participate in the performance of  
studio-quality theatrical product that is broadly distributed for consumption among global mov-
ie-going audiences. 

Currently, most outside investment flows into filmed entertainment are directed into inde-
pendently-developed and produced films, used as part of  the production budget of  a project, and 
giving the investor a claim against a portion of  a film’s net distribution proceeds. Individual proj-
ect financing typically involves multiple parties, including lenders, investors, producers, insurers, 
distributors, sales agents and other parties, each of  whom may have potentially divergent interests. 
Lack of  access to top-quality studio productions and uncertainty in financing closing for critical-
ly-acclaimed independent projects that appeal to narrower film audience demographics, has acted 
to limit outside investment in a potentially lucrative sector of  film finance.

The Company believes that its structured content finance platform organized under Movie-
Coin Capital is capable of  delivering (i) meaningful film diversification of  20 or more projects over 
the medium term, and (ii) maximum exploitation including US wide release to generate global 
exposure for the titles. MovieCoin Capital’s investment strategy supports this approach as it is 
structured to exploit star-driven content in a programmatic fund with the objective of  whole-own-
ership of  a diverse portfolio of  projects packaged by top agencies or production companies that 
can deliver medium term profit and sustainable long term value. 

Through MovieCoin Capital, a new class of  investors can benefit from an investment oppor-
tunity that leverages the MovieCoin platform, the Moviecoin Tokens and the Company’s business 
model. The result is an opportunity to invest in a diversified portfolio of  cash flows of  widely-re-
leased theatrical product and the film catalogues, which are to be wholly-owned, which affords 
investors benefits associated with control of  the content and the ability to exploit licenses with 
multiple buyers, domestically and internationally, across multiple cycles. 

MovieCoin Capital’s strategy targets maximizing the long-term value of  its library. General-
ly, ownership of  a catalogue of  films can have attractive attributes as a non-correlated, diversifying 
investment in long-tail, cash flowing assets that are recession-resistant.  For investors, life of  copy-
right ownership of  filmed entertainment can broaden or complement main-run portfolios with 
investments outside of  real estate or infrastructure. Other comparable investment alternatives in 
pharma royalties, music royalties and some alternative insurance products have more well-devel-
oped markets and access venues for investor participation.

How does MovieCoin create better
industry “access” for investors?
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MovieCoin Capital has analyzed the factors that create value for film libraries in developing 
its strategy. Enduring value can be ascribed to catalogues of  premium content that contain – 
wide release theatrical films, domestic and international exploitation, box office success, prestige 
titles, or recognizable talent. These characteristics generate long-term buyer interest across TV 
and VOD markets over long periods of  time. Independent theatrical film portfolios that can be 
discretely controlled and marketed give owners sales leverage in the licensing, re-marketing and 
re-licensing of  product to buyers and enables owners of  the content to receive reliable, stable cash 
flow over a 10 to 20-year period. 

Whether a party invests in a slate of  studio productions or a single independent project, 
monetizing an investment through a private secondary sale is problematic. Those investments 
usually consist of  contractual arrangements between the financier and the producer/studio or are 
structured as membership interests in privately held companies. In either case, there is typically 
no secondary market for all or any part of  a financier’s participation other than through a highly 
negotiated sale to a private buyer. Such transactions typically result in material illiquidity discounts 
realized by a seller.

Maintenance of  account-based ledgers for the SMF Token on an actively-managed, block-
chain-based exchange can provide significant benefits for realization of  investments, including 
frequent mark-to-market accounting as a result of  more frequent, detailed reports. In addition, 
the Company offers an accessible, centralized venue for a secondary market, enabling interested 
and qualified buyers seeking exposure to a particular token at any time to find holders who seek 
liquidity.

How does MovieCoin help monetize
individual investors’ film investments?

Even to the most sophisticated and seasoned entertainment executives, the reporting prac-
tices, payment procedures and accounting practices within the industry can be challenging to 
navigate. The systems lacks uniformity of  contracts and standardized definitions and arcane ac-
counting and reporting systems that need to be modernized. This system invites ambiguity over 
claims of  entitlements that need to be sorted by teams of  accountants, lawyers and other service 
providers. The hard and soft costs burden resulting from paperwork and human resource expen-
diture among intermediaries results in significant cost to all project participants.

Complexity in the system is also created by the need for separately negotiated transactions 
with multiple financiers, creating intercreditor concerns, high and repeated transaction costs of  
each financing party and multi-party profit participations. 

How can MovieCoin help a
mid-sized film production or service business?
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In the closing of  the film project financing, it is common to find divergent incentives among 
the producers that make pictures, the financiers that finance pictures, and the distributors that 
monetize pictures, leading to expensive legal fees to meld these conflicting incentives.

MovieCoin’s platform can create significant efficiency through better funding execution, im-
proved legal documentation management, and greater price transparency than traditional film 
project financing processes. Other benefits include common legal terms with standardized produc-
tion financing documentation, centralized independent management and administration, smart 
contracts to create uniform documentation, standardized ‘templates’ for insurance, financing, dis-
tribution and sales resulting in reduced hard and soft costs of  project finance processing.

The Company’s smart contracts and graphic user interface can provide all participants in a 
project’s payment claims or entitlements a simplified system and the comfort of  knowing that re-
alization of  payment is being managed in accordance with a transparent reporting system, saving 
a claimholder valuable time and resources currently being used to decipher and defend their own 
entitlements against entitlements of  third parties. 

The MovieCoin platform can be utilized to benefit guilds, talent, producers and financiers 
and elevate project participants’ entitlement payments and reporting visibility on par with that of  
the major film studios, which currently maintain most of  the controls of  cash remittance, account-
ing statements, and reporting.

Payments for theatrical films are subject to application of  cash collections through payment 
priorities that create cash flow challenges that require financiers or project participants to borrow 
against entitlements to meet working capital requirements. Throughout the entertainment indus-
try there are distribution platforms, aggregators, collection services, agents and other intermedi-
aries that collect funds at source subject to trade payment terms (from consumers at box office, 
retailers for DVDs, or other digital or TV exhibitors), identifying the collections, accounting for 
payment on a particular project in the contractual accounting periods, deducting fees and costs 
and remitting payments among recipients sometime thereafter. Measuring the cumulative effect 
of  “lag” in the system for trade terms (up to 60 days), cash collection and identification periods (up 
to 60 days), accounting periods (up to 30 days) and settlement periods until contractually required 
payment dates (up to 30 days), the cash collection cycle could represent 180 days or more. In ad-
dition, any recoveries from audits of  unpaid entitlements would take additional months to settle.

How can the MovieCoin platform
improve a business’s cash flow?
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By leveraging the Company’s solutions, participants have an opportunity to free up resources 
spent today on audit and compliance to creative work flows or business expansion. Further, disin-
termediation of  various market participants can free up capital needed to afford participants sig-
nificant operating margin improvement. As Moviecoin Tokens replace fiat, stakeholders will begin 
to realize entitlements contemporaneously with any collection and recording of  gross receipts at 
the source. As funds flow into a transparent “bucket” that fills up with Moviecoin Tokens, distribu-
tions are made in accordance with the film’s distribution “waterfall,” resulting in the stakeholders 
receiving their entitlements sooner. This improvement represents the elimination of  approximate-
ly 180 days or more of  collection lag, which can have a material cash flow benefit to many top 
independent film production companies that produce two or more theatrical pictures per year.

Moviecoin Tokens can provide faster payment conversion through contemporaneous audit-
ing, payment recognition and reporting. As revenue is generated through any distribution channel, 
from ticket sales at the box office to payments on international distribution contracts, licensees, in-
vestors and other participants who hold claim to entitlements can access a dashboard maintained 
on the MovieCoin platform to view contemoraneous reports that reflect receipts in an account. 
This immediate recording of  a transaction to the blockchain using the MovieCoin platform will 
enable the direct audit of  proceeds residing in an account and the amounts may be immediately 
recorded pursuant to the distribution waterfall. 
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Increased velocity of  payments improves the cash flow of  a business and reduces financing 
costs costs associated with working capital borrowings. Assuming $30 million of  cash flow per film 
project and a working capital financing interest rate of  8% per annum, the Company believes that 
an independent production company could improve its cash flow by $2.4 million per year by using 
the MovieCoin platform and Moviecoin Tokens. 
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The Company has identified numerous opportunities to use blockchain technology and 
cryptocurrency to improve entertainment business and finance functions. Among the Com-
pany’s strategic priorities are to standardize financing, legal documentation, reporting and 
payments in the entertainment industry. To accomplish this objective, the Company has com-
menced development of  a comprehensive blockchain-based system that is capable of  manag-
ing the entire economic lifecycle of  a film, television program or other entertainment asset. In 
essence, the MovieCoin platform establishes a new, transparent system for assembling the film 
finance legal documentations into a single authoritative set and an accounting and settlement 
system that substitutes Moviecoin Tokens for cash payments.

The Company believes that utilization of  the MovieCoin platform will result in multiple 
benefits across a range of  types of  industry participants. Other opportunities offered by the 
platform include the creation of  MSF Tokens, which provide investors with access to institu-
tionalized content financing structures, and Moviecoin Tokens that provide businesses with 
streamlined financial processes and consumers with new ways to engage in Hollywood.

The Company’s strategy is to continue to build out the roadmap for critical compo-
nents to create an integrated MovieCoin platform, recruit entertainment industry participants 
to join the MovieCoin ecosystem, and have participants maintain active participation in the 
MovieCoin ecosystem. The key components of  the MovieCoin ecosystem are:

- The MovieCoin platform – the technology platform on which smart contracts operate
- The Moviecoin Tokens – the cryptographic token that is a currency to facilitate business 

and consumer transaction activity
- The MovieCoin Smart Fund – the initial issuance of  MSF Tokens to fund production 

of  content on the MovieCoin platform
- The MovieCoin Asset Offering – the capital-raising technique to tokenize individual 

content assets. MovieCoin Capital is planning to introduce serialized issuances as MovieCoin 
Asset Offerings subsequent to the MovieCoin Smart Fund and the MSF Token issuance

- The MovieCoin Exchange Terminal – the access point to exchanges on which tokenized 
securities can trade

3. Business Solutions
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The MovieCoin platform is a technology platform on which an entertainment asset, such 
as a film, TV series or other media asset can be managed over its lifecycle from develop-
ment through to an asset sale or harvesting library assets. To accelerate development of  the 
MovieCoin platform, the Company entered into a strategic arrangement with BANKEX, a 
blockchain financial technology company, to leverage the functionality of  the BANKEX Core 
Technology and the underlying Ethereum platform. By building on top of  the BANKEX Core 
Technology, the Company reduces development costs, accelerates time to market and gets the 
benefits of  the additional functionality on the BANKEX Roadmap.

This underlying technology includes BANKEX tokenization modules adapted for the 
MovieCoin platform and is described in ‘Section 6 – Technology Assets’ below.

The functionality of  the MovieCoin platform relies on five components: (i) MovieCoin 
Smart Asset Assembly, (ii) Asset Tokenization, (iii) Initial MovieCoin Smart Asset Offering, (iv) 
Production Cycle Control and (v) Revenue Waterfall, each described below.

MovieCoin Platform
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Today, the financing “assembly” process consists of  emailing drafts of  documents and 
excel spreadsheets among all of  the participants, their lawyers and other representatives. The 
process is typically performed ad hoc and is time consuming. The parties must rely on sets of  
legal documentation and spreadsheets to draft financing agreements and to memorialize the 
agreed upon distribution of  proceeds.

The Company plans to migrate key financing processes onto the MovieCoin platform 
using the MovieCoin Smart Asset Assembly protocol. In this context, a “MovieCoin Smart 
Asset” is a set of  legally enforceable contracts, intellectual property rights, and the related 
financial models that together define revenue streams payable to the asset owners or creditors 
with rights to payment, or entitlements, in the asset. A MovieCoin Smart Asset is an asset that 
has been assembled on the MovieCoin platform. 

The process digests complex legal documents, classifies the documentation, confirms the 
absence of  any missing documents, pages or signatures, and then validates the relevant data 
against the source document for that data. Based on the confidence level of  the classification 
and extraction process, the document is routed for human verification or moved through the 
process for quality control. All processes are tracked and an immutable audit history of  every 
activity is recorded and published to the blockchain using the BANKEX Proof-of-Asset Pro-
tocol.

Each MovieCoin Smart Asset assembled on the MovieCoin platform will have a single 
authoritative copy of  each contract, evidence of  clear title to relevant copyrights, trademarks 
and other intellectual property rights, a reviewable waterfall for distribution of  the proceeds 
derived from the exploitation of  the MovieCoin Smart Asset, detailed production plans, talent 
agreements and insurances. The smart contracts embedded in the MovieCoin Smart Asset 
will operate the MovieCoin platform to automate the disbursement of  production and/or 
marketing funds and the reporting and distribution of  entitlements to relevant stakeholders.

All transactions affecting a MovieCoin Smart Asset will be recorded using blockchain 
technology to create a transparent, auditable and immutable record of  every legal right, dollar 
spent and dollar collected relating to the MovieCoin Smart Asset. The MovieCoin Smart As-
set is verified once and all participants in the MovieCoin ecosystem can rely on the accuracy 
of  the MovieCoin Smart Asset, saving time and money by eliminating redundant verification 
processes and accelerating deals.

1. MovieCoin Smart Asset Tokenization10

Tokenization is the process of  converting the legal rights of  real-world assets generating 
cash flow evidenced by the various legal documents into a digital token that is recorded on the 
blockchain using BANKEX Proof-of-Asset Protocol, and a customizable structure of  nested 
and derivative smart contracts that automate the execution of  the key financial terms of  these 
legal documents. MovieCoin Smart Asset applications are being developed by BANKEX as 
customized iterations for the Company with layered integration on the existing BANKEX 
Proof-of-Asset Protocol, which can be used to tokenize film and other related entertainment 
assets. The MovieCoin platform will also include automated governance, audit and escrow 
functionality embedded in the smart contracts. The encrypted records of  the state of  the data 
will be stored on the blockchain and investors will have view-only access rights via the distrib-
uted application Graphic User Interface.

The diagram below reflects how the MovieCoin platform is used to assemble a content 
asset into a MovieCoin Smart Asset and the smart contract flows that follow from tokenization.
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2. Initial MovieCoin Smart Asset Offering (ISAO)
The Company and its affiliates are developing multiple entertainment finance techniques 

that can leverage the combined power of  the MovieCoin platform and the Moviecoin Tokens. 
One such technique is the offer and sale of  securities tokens, MovieCoin Smart Asset Tokens, 
that represent rights in an individual film project, a MovieCoin Smart Asset, assembled and to-
kenized on the MovieCoin platform. An ISAO could occur as early as the greenlight approval 
of  a film project or after a film is generating revenue.

On the MovieCoin platform, a combination of  cash and Moviecoin Tokens would be 
released to the producer to fund the production costs of  a project and the cash flows gener-
ated by the resulting completed MovieCoin Smart Asset would be paid to the investors with 
a combination of  cash, Moviecoin Tokens or BKX Tokens on the MovieCoin platform in 
accordance with the smart contracts embedded in that MovieCoin Smart Asset.

MovieCoin Capital is contemporaneously with the sale of  Moviecoin Tokens, conducting 
a security offering of  MSF Tokens to raise capital to fund a slate of  films that will be produced 
on the MovieCoin platform to become MovieCoin Smart Assets (see ‘Section 9 – Appendix’ 
for a description of  the MovieCoin Smart Fund and MSF Tokens). MovieCoin Capital may 
elect to conduct an ISAO of  a portion of  these MovieCoin Smart Assets as security tokens 
in compliance with applicable law. The unique combination of  the MovieCoin platform and 
Moviecoin Tokens and tokenization of  MovieCoin Smart Assets created on the MovieCoin 
platform can be used to create a global yet local film finance platform to be used by multiple 
production companies, investors and lenders. For instance, a global media company could 
enable a producer in France to fund a film with locally raised capital through an ISAO and sell 
tickets to the film with Moviecoin Tokens.
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3. Production Cycle Control 
The production cycle will become more transparent and efficient after the integration 

of  smart contracts that will control the various processes among the participants of  the pro-
duction cycle. Currently, the production cycle will be using as many as 9 MovieCoin smart 
contracts as well as a specialized repository for an authoritative copy of  each legal document 
generated in the film finance processes.

The following diagram reflects assembly of  the MovieCoin smart contracts through a 
project’s production cycle. Financing and the commencement of  principal photography cus-
tomarily become effective upon the “Bonded Date,” or once each of  the various Smart Con-
tracts 1 through 7 are executed and all conditions precedent have been satisfied. MovieCoin 
Smart Contract ‘8’ provides for audited processes through the production cycle and set-up 
of  distribution, exploitation and monetization of  the Movie Asset in accordance with the 
agreements. Once a movie asset is through its production cycle, is completed and delivered 
to distributors and is accepted by the distributors, the project is monetized as international 
sales contract payments are triggered on delivery and a film is available for domestic theatrical 
exploitation. The revenue waterfall set forth in the diagram is also governed by ‘MovieCoin 
Smart Contract 9’ (the Collection Account Management Agreement), which is a detailed 
agreement that memorializes all of  the entitlements for various stakeholders and the payment 
priority for application of  revenues through controlled accounts, typically administered by an 
independent account administrator on behalf  of  all parties that hold entitlements to collec-
tions in respect of  gross revenues of  a Movie Asset.
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4. Revenue Waterfall
Revenue collection begins with a film’s initial theatrical release, while key downstream 

sources include home entertainment revenue (DVD, SVOD), free and pay television and other 
ancillary revenue streams. Typically over 80% of  a theatrical motion picture’s lifetime reve-
nues are collected over its initial 4 to 5-year collection cycle. Catalog or library residual value 
is derived from re-licensing in second cycle television and SVOD sales and provides a sustain-
able, long-tail revenue stream where value is realized over 10 to 20-year period following initial 
theatrical release. 

An illustrative theatrical film’s revenue waterfall is set forth below, representing a generic 
priority of  payments waterfall from the three primary revenue sources – domestic distribution, 
international territory sales and production subsidies (such as tax credits). 
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Moviecoin Tokens are cryptographic ERC20 tokens intended to be used as a means 
of  accounting for and making payment for entertainment industry transactions initially by 
non-US citizens. The Company plans to have an increasing volume of  transactions in the 
entertainment industry accounted for and paid in Moviecoin Tokens due to the efficiency, 
transparency and cost effectiveness of  doing so.

All business users – producers, creators, financiers and others – can pay the costs of  in-
teracting on the MovieCoin platform with a MovieCoin Smart Asset at any time in its lifecycle 
using Moviecoin Tokens.

In addition to this functionality, businesses can use Moviecoin Tokens to pay license fees 
to the Company for MovieCoin Smart Asset Assembly and Tokenization, and to pay commis-
sions or fees to any vendors, suppliers and other participants that agree to accept Moviecoin 
Tokens for providing their services.

Moviecoin Tokens interact with the MovieCoin platform through MovieCoin smart con-
tracts that will allow those Moviecoin Tokens used to purchase content to be distributed to 
MovieCoin business participants as payments are made by consumers. Distribution fees and 
expenses will be paid by these smart contacts to distributors automatically while the residual 
revenues are used to pay other stakeholders in accordance with the MovieCoin smart contract 
waterfalls. With MovieCoin smart contracts, residuals and royalties can be paid in accordance 
with distribution waterfalls as and when revenues are collected. Investors, lenders, profit par-
ticipants and all other participants will be paid under MovieCoin smart contract waterfalls 
and related payments are to be remitted on receipt rather than accumulated by the studio or a 
collection agent and paid 60 or 90 days after the end of  an accounting period.

Once the MovieCoin payment system is adopted by consumers to purchase content and 
businesses that have entitlements to an asset’s revenue stream, the Company plans to add 
more functionality by developing smart contracts that will automatically pay crew members, 
labs, guilds, rental houses, equipment suppliers, production stages, location owners, permitting 
agencies, insurance companies, caterers, construction workers, etc. in Moviecoin Tokens when 
the contractual requirements triggering those payments are satisfied. 

Pension, health and welfare contributions and government withholdings could all be de-
ducted and remitted contemporaneously. Fixed payments to actors and other talent will be 
made directly as services are rendered, with the commissions payable to their agents, managers 
and other representatives paid simultaneously. Processing fees and related costs will be reduced 
or eliminated, cutting production budgets. All recipients will have the option of  holding those 
entitlements in Moviecoin Tokens or converting to other currencies on the date a payment is 
recorded.

The Moviecoin Token
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The production companies and the investors, talent and other stakeholders in MovieCoin 
Smart Assets fueled by Moviecoin Tokens will benefit by the combined impact of  these com-
ponents working together to deliver the following benefits:

Contemporaneous Auditing and Reporting. As revenue is generated through any 
distribution channel, from ticket sales at the box office to payments on international distribu-
tion contracts, the investors and other rights holders can access their dashboard in the Mov-
ieCoin platform to see a real-time report showing the receipt of  proceeds on account. Once 
appropriate legal arrangements are in place, this immediate recording of  the transaction to the 
blockchain using the MovieCoin platform will enable the direct audit of  a Moviecoin Token 
from the account a fan who purchased a ticket at the box office through the distribution water-
fall for the particular film being viewed.

Faster Payments. As Moviecoin Tokens replace fiat, the funds will flow into account-
ing “buckets” that fill up with Moviecoin Tokens and are distributed in accordance with the 
film’s distribution waterfall, resulting in the parties’ receipt of  entitlements sooner, without the 
carrying costs associated with current processes involving multiple intermediaries required for 
collection, identification, accounting and payment. 

Reduced Costs. The verification process built into the Asset Assembly process will 
reduce costs for legal, accounting and other expenses by eliminating redundant work and 
streamlining processes. Rather than multiple attorneys, auditors and others having to verify 
the accuracy of  a set of  contracts, the MovieCoin Smart Asset will be a single authoritative 
copy accessible through the MovieCoin platform that all parties in the MovieCoin ecosystem, 
from bonding companies, lenders, talent and guilds, can rely on to know their legal rights and 
obligations.

Better Marketing Data. As consumer transactions from buying tickets at the box of-
fice to subscribing online to digital content are executed using Moviecoin Tokens, the Com-
pany intends to collect data about customer preferences such as the genre, favorite actors, 
category of  films. The Company believes that this consumer data will be extremely valuable to 
multiple parties. Distribution companies have massive marketing budgets as shotgun market-
ing is required but can be replaced with targeted marketing based on the collected data. Movie 
stars can identify the spending patterns of  their fans with the collected data.

Standardized Contracts. Participants will benefit as the Company implements its 
plan to standardize contracts and waterfall allocations. Greater transparency and auditability 
of  transactions conducted on the MovieCoin platform should improve reliability of  informa-
tion and result in broader participation in the sector

Key benefits of the MovieCoin Solution
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The Company plans to gain momentum toward high rates of  adoption in three phases, 
with each phase representing important steps toward rates of  participation and client adop-
tion, and therefore increasing transactional volume using both the MovieCoin platform and 
Moviecoin Tokens and BKX Tokens as currency.

Phase 1 – Internal validation as platform is initially restricted to a limited number of  
participants. In the first phase, the Company will distribute the Moviecoin Tokens and execute 
on the roadmap for the MovieCoin platform for the benefit of  MovieCoin participants. Ex-
pansion of  MovieCoin Smart Asset Assembly, MovieCoin Tokenization and refinement of  the 
MovieCoin smart contracts and other tools needed to manage the financing, production and 
distribution of  the initial content investments by the MovieCoin Smart Fund with the MSF 
Token holders being the principal beneficiary in the first phase.

Phase 2 – Services are promoted to select third parties and consumers. 
In the second phase, the Company will invite select major independent production com-

panies and other strategic partners to participate in the MovieCoin platform, and seek in-
vestment for additional film and television programs and manage the entire lifecycle on the 
MovieCoin platform and use the MovieCoin Token financing techniques developed by the 
Company and its affiliates. These projects could be financed by proceeds of  additional MSF 
Token or Moviecoin Token offerings, provided by third party producers or other third-party 
funding sources.

Phase 3 – MovieCoin as the standard currency in the sector. 
In the third phase, the Company will focus on increasing proliferation and demand for 

Moviecoin Tokens and the MovieCoin platform in order to be recognized as the industry 
standard. In this phase, the Company will enlist unions, guilds, talent representatives and their 
high-profile clients to insist that Moviecoin Tokens (and BKX Tokens) be the preferred system 
for accounting and making payments on any business deal or corporate transaction for a Com-
pany client. In this phase, the Company targets generation of  steady, growing cash flows from 
transactional and client-based service activities, realization of  content-based management and 
investment flows, and market value potential for Moviecoin Tokens inventories held by the 
Company.

Planned Phasing of Platform Expansion
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The Company has identified numerous opportunities to use blockchain technology and 
cryptocurrency to promote deeper consumer engagement and increased utilization of  Mov-
iecoin Tokens. Moviecoin Tokens are intended to be used by consumers and fans who use 
Moviecoin Tokens to facilitate purchase buy, rent, transact or participate in movies or other 
media content.

The power of  cinema to transform and connect people eclipses all other art forms. Glob-
ally each year, approximately 250 million persons purchase 1.2 billion tickets to attend movies. 
This number grows each year even as new distribution models emerge.

Though off-line fan meet-ups and film festivals exist, they are limited in number and ex-
pensive to attend. There has yet to be a compelling dedicated place online for fans, directors, 
actors and crew members to gather, share, learn, and play. As a result, fans are spread across 
generic sites like Reddit, Twitter and Facebook groups. The Company believes that the time 
has come for a purpose-built experience designed to connect fans who share a love of  movies 
with each other and the women and men who make the films they love.

In response to this need for an online space for greater fan engagement, MovieCoin is de-
veloping Movie.io, a mobile web experience created by film fans and filmmakers for fans and 
filmmakers. The Company’s domain, Movie.io, can promote a more engaging movie fan ex-
perience. The Company’s applications can be used to improve how movie-going audiences ex-
perience films, other content and live events. A few highlighted features include the following. 

Movie.io

4. Consumer
Applications
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Consumer Usage of MovieCoin Tokens

The current functionality of  the MovieCoin platform enables consumers to store Movie-
coin Tokens in their digital wallets, use mobile apps to access their digital wallets, and use these 
Tokens to purchase movie tickets, cinema gift cards and on-demand video. In addition, con-
sumers are able to transact with Movie.io, a custom-designed web site created by MovieCoin 
to enable consumers to buy movie tickets and interact with a community of  like-minded fans. 
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5. Alliance with 
BANKEX

The Company has entered into a comprehensive arrangement with BANKEX to enable 
the Company to rapidly build and deploy the MovieCoin platform. BANKEX has devel-
oped a customized version of  BANKEX Proof-of-Asset Protocol for MovieCoin’s needs. The 
agreement between the Company and BANKEX provides for the license of  the BANKEX 
platform, software development services and technical support to operate the MovieCoin plat-
form.

In order to implement the MovieCoin Roadmap, the Company’s affiliate, MovieCoin 
Technologies and BANKEX will enter into a comprehensive agreement to leverage the deep 
domain expertise of  BANKEX’s existing Proof-of-Asset Protocol. The BKX Core Platform11  
includes digital wallets, ICO offering tools, asset tokenization tools and other blockchain and 
cryptocurrency functionality. BANKEX is continuing to develop additional functionality, in-
cluding machine learning, asset assembly, artificial intelligence, and app-authoring tools into 
the BKX Core Platform, which can be used to accelerate the development and deployment of  
the Company’s platform.

BANKEX plans to have invested approximately US$5 million in the Company through 
a combination of  equity and purchases of  Moviecoin Tokens at the time of  sale of  Movie-
coin Tokens. In addition to its financial investment, BANKEX is also contributing valuable 
intellectual property, development and support services to the Company through the following 
contractual agreements between BANKEX and the Company:

- A Software License Agreement, pursuant to which BANKEX licenses the BKX Core 
Platform to the Company. The arrangement provides the Company with an exclusive license 
in the North America territory and a non-exclusive license in all other territories for a period 
of  10 years as of  the effective date of  the agreement. Among other payment obligations spec-
ified in the agreement, the Company is obligated to make certain annual royalty payments 
to BANKEX to be paid in BKX Tokens during the term of  the license and to pay 10% of  
all transaction commissions generated on the MovieCoin platform to BANKEX, payable in 
BKX.

- A Software Development Agreement, pursuant to which BANKEX agrees to provide 
software development services to build out the MovieCoin Roadmap. The initial focus is on 
developing smart contracts to connect the consumer’s use of  Moviecoin Tokens to purchase 
tickets or license content to the waterfalls that distribute these Tokens to the residual rights 
holders. BANKEX and the Company have collaborated to develop the MovieCoin Roadmap 
and to coordinate with strategic updates and additions to the BKX Core Platform on the 
BANKEX Roadmap.

- A Management Services Agreement, pursuant to which BANKEX is to provide op-
erations support to the Company for the development and maintenance of  the MovieCoin 
platform, including systems administration, data security and privacy and other critical opera-
tional functions. The Management Services Agreement will provide for a transitioning of  such 
operational support to the Company over an 18-month period commencing as of  the effective 
date of  the agreement 
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6. Technolgy Assets

The Company’s platform is powered by BANKEX PoAP and will therefore have ac-
cess to the latest technologies developed by BANKEX. BANKEX has developed Ethereum 
smart contracts in-house. BANKEX has two years of  experience developing Ethereum smart 
contracts. Smart contracts developed by BANKEX are to be audited by leading blockchain 
security companies, such as Ambisafe. 

BANKEX public projects can be viewed at: https://github.com/BANKEX
BANKEX’s technology modules are required for asset tokenization. These modules in-

clude a Tokenization Engine, Custody, Trust, KYC, Smart Asset Exchange and Smart Asset 
Wallet. More information about each product is available for reviewed at https://bankex.
com/en. The following table reflect a list of  BANKEX-developed technology and how these 
applications are to be applied and used on the MovieCoin platform.

BANKEX MODULE

Register agreements on Ethereum blockchain Register different agreements between MovieCoin
and business users

BANKEX Trust

Scan the Ethereum blockchain and BANKEX ecosystem
for different agreements and deals

Scan MovieCoin platform for different deals
and agreements

BANKEX Scan

A set of smart contracts that takes as input data about
a real-world assetand then uses it to issue a Smart Asset

Tokenize entertainment assets into 
MovieCoin Smart Assets

BANKEX Tokenization
Engine

Provide KYC services for PoA Protocol users Perform KYC of MovieCoin platform usersBANKEX KYC

Exchange different Smart Assets, which were tokenized
using the PoA Protocol

Exchange movie assets through MovieCoin
Exchange Terminal using BANKEX Trading Engine

Smart Asset
Exchange

Store and access Smart Assets Store and access tokenized entertainment assetsSmart Asset
Wallet

FUNCTIONALITY APPLICATION FOR MOVIECOIN

https://github.com/BANKEX
https://bankex.com/en
https://bankex.com/en
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BANKEX’s implementation of  Plasma protocol is a scalability improvement for the 
Ethereum blockchain. A Plasma protocol was proposed recently, that is a universal extension 
of  any Turing-complete blockchain, such as Ethereum, and allows creation of  “daughter” 
blockchains that are governed by higher level, or “parent,” blockchain. These “daughter” 
chains can have different consensus rules, functionality (such as extensions to EMV) and un-
derlying base tokens.

Currently, Plasma (https://plasma.bankex.com) is able to process 22,000 transac-
tions per second from the Ethereum blockchain, substantially enhancing the functionality re-
quired to run large transaction volumes.

The Company has filed a patent application as of  May 31, 2018 (Application No. 
62/678,948) with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, titled “Systems and Methods to 
Facilitate Financial Transactions Pertaining To The Development And Consumption of  En-
tertainment Assets Using A Distributed Ledger.”

https://plasma.bankex.com
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7. Advisors

Cassian Elwes
Mr. Elwes is one of  Hollywood’s leading independent film producers and the former Co-

Head of  William Morris Independent, where he arranged financing and distribution for over 
250 films including hits such as MONSTER’S BALL and SLINGBLADE. Since his departure 
in 2009, Mr. Elwes has produced or executive produced over 60 films, including MUDBOUND, 
THE BUTLER, and DALLAS BUYERS CLUB.

Gabriel Luna-Ostaseski
Mr. Luna-Ostaseski is a General Partner at Upshift Capital, where he has advised and invest-

ed in over 30 Silicon Valley startups in the last 2.5 years including Lendinghome, Surfair, Thumb-
tack and Uber. He co-founded the home improvement marketplace Modernize.com, where he 
was responsible for building the GTM strategy, from developing strategic partnerships and various 
sales channels to scaling the sales organization.

J.C. Oliver
Mr. Oliver is an award-winning digital creative, strategist and investor with 25 years of  media 

experience. He is the Global Chief  Creative Officer at Unlockd, a revolutionary platform that 
rewards partners, advertisers and consumers for time spent on mobile devices. Mr. Oliver was 
previously the Global CCO at AOL and he spent 10 years as the Head of  Innovation at Microsoft.

Marcus Segal
Mr. Segal is an experienced strategist and operations leader with over 17 years of  experience 

building and scaling companies in Silicon Valley. He spent 7 years at Zynga (Nasdaq: ZNGA) 
overseeing the development of  games like “Farmville,” “Cityville” and “Words with Friends” that 
have delivered billions in revenue and delighted more than 300 million players around the world. 
Prior to Zynga, Mr. Segal served as the CFO of  Vindicia (sold to Amdocs), and COO of  Emusic.
com (Nasdaq: EMUS, sold to Vivendi Universal).
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Lauren Selig

Scott Walker

Ms. Selig is an entrepreneur and executive with a 20-year track record of  global impact in the 
media, real estate and start-up communities. She has executive produced over 20 feature films in-
cluding the box office successes HACKSAW RIDGE and LONE SURVIVOR. Ms. Selig is an ac-
tive crypto investor and advisor to blockchainbased companies including Lottery.com and WAX.

Mr. Walker is a serial entrepreneur and the co-founder of  DNA, one of  the world’s premiere 
crypto venture funds. He has invested in numerous early-stage crowd sales including Ethereum, 
EOS, Storj, CVC, Blockv, Funfair and dozens of  others. Mr. Walker is one of  the most knowledge-
able and connected crypto investors in the sector.

Fehmi Zeko
Mr. Zeko is Vice Chairman, Global Technology, Media and Telecom Investment Banking at 

Bank of  America Merrill Lynch. He is a visionary financial executive, market strategist and busi-
ness development leader with proven record of  helping global TMT clients build great companies 
and deliver profitable growth through landmark M&A, turnaround and growth initiatives.
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Christopher Woodrow
Chairman and CEO

Mr. Woodrow is responsible for guiding the strategic vision of  the company and oversees the 
global development of  its brand and franchise. He has financed and produced numerous notable 
feature films, including the box office successes BLACK MASS and HACKSAW RIDGE as well 
as the critically-acclaimed hit, BIRDMAN. 

Mr. Woodrow served as Chairman and CEO at film production financing companies, Ven-
dian Entertainment and Worldview Entertainment, which under his leadership financed and pro-
duced over 30 feature films combined. His films have grossed in excess of  $700 million worldwide 
and have been nominated for 16 Academy Awards® and won 6 Oscars® including Best Picture. 

Prior to this, Mr. Woodrow was Managing Director at Prospect Point Capital, an investment 
company focused on structured finance and venture capital opportunities in media and entertain-
ment. He was previously a Vice President at Citigroup Global Markets and worked in investment 
banking and portfolio management at Oppenheimer & Co. and CIBC World Markets. Mr. Wood-
row performed his undergraduate studies at the University of  Alabama.

Jeffrey Ivers
Chief  Operating Officer

Mr. Ivers is responsible for the day-to-day operations of  the company and he oversees the 
execution of  its strategic plan. He joined Participant Media in 2004 as CFO, then EVP of  Business 
Affairs and M&A, before becoming COO in 2009. Mr. Ivers has worked on hundreds of  films and 
received executive producing credits on more than 20 films, including AN INCONVENIENT 
TRUTH, the Academy Award-winning documentary.

8. Management
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Wendy Rutland
Head of  Business Development

Ms. Rutland is responsible for implementing global business development strategies and part-
nerships and plays a key role in global capital raising efforts. She has over 20 years of  experience 
in the entertainment industry including content acquisition and valuation, raising capital, film 
finance, sales and distribution. Ms. Rutland has spent half  of  her life living in the UK and has an 
extensive worldwide network. 

She was the co-founder of  Da Vinci Media Ventures, a quantitative private equity media 
fund that built a highly diversified, analytically-assembled portfolio, demonstrating uncorrelated, 
and low-volatility returns. Prior to that, Ms. Rutland held numerous consultancies for an assort-
ment of  high net worth investors and wealth management specialists, and worked at length with 
Island Records, Pinewood Film Studios, Polygram Filmed Entertainment, Sony Pictures Home 
Entertainment and Universal Music Group.

She has arranged financing for many theatrically-released feature films over the course of  her 
career. Ms. Rutland has distributed hundreds of  movies and orchestrated the sale of  numerous 
distressed film assets. She also negotiated the UK distribution rights to multiple film libraries, the 
most notable being MGM. Ms. Rutland is the recipient of  a British Independent Film Award and 
holds an M.B.A. from Cass Business School, London.

As COO of  Participant, he negotiated investments in more than 70 films, including Best Pic-
ture winner, SPOTLIGHT, LINCOLN, THE HELP, THE BEST EXOTIC MARIGOLD HO-
TEL, and CHARLIE WILSON’S WAR. In addition, he negotiated investments in other media 
companies, including Summit Entertainment, Evolution Media Partners (with TPG and EMC), 
and the Participant/ImageNation Abu Dhabi Film Fund. He managed the acquisitions of  The 
Documentary Channel and Halogen, which were combined in 2013 to launch Pivot, Participant’s 
TV network. 

After an 8-year career as a CPA with Arthur Andersen & Co., Mr. Ivers began his career in 
Hollywood in 1983 as Corporate Controller at MGM/UA Home Entertainment Group, later be-
coming SVP of  the company’s worldwide TV and video distribution division. He also co-founded 
Triton Pictures, a theatrical distribution company. Mr. Ivers joined Motion Picture Corporation 
of  America (DUMB AND DUMBER, KINGPIN), as CFO in 1994, rising to COO before sell-
ing the company to Orion in 1997, and served as Orion’s EVP of  Motion Picture Finance and 
Administration. He holds a B.S. in Economics from the City University of  New York, is a New 
York State CPA and a member of  the Executive Branch of  the Academy of  Motion Picture Arts 
and Sciences.
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Blaine Johnston
EVP of  Global Strategy

Elexa Ruth
SVP of  Corporate Affairs

Mr. Johnston works closely with the office of  the CEO and is responsible for implementing 
global strategic initiatives. He served as EVP and Managing Director at Vendian Entertainment 
and VP of  Business Development at Worldview Entertainment. Mr. Johnston has over 15 years of  
experience in the entertainment industry as a transactional attorney and investment manager. He 
holds a J.D./M.B.A. and a B.S. in Biology from Samford University.

Ms. Ruth is responsible for creating and implementing the communications strategy for the 
company. She served as VP of  Operations at Vendian Entertainment and worked in the Office 
of  the CEO at Worldview Entertainment, where she gained extensive experience structuring the 
financing for motion picture transactions. Ms. Ruth co-produced the box office success, HACK-
SAW RIDGE. She holds a B.A. in English from Tulane University and serves on the Board of  
Trustees at Aspen Film.
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To facilitate the adoption of  the Moviecoin Tokens and to help provide “proof-of-concept” 
for the MovieCoin platform, MovieCoin Capital is establishing the MovieCoin Smart Fund (the 
“Fund”) and intends to sell US$250 million worth of  MovieCoin Smart Fund Tokens (the “MSF 
Tokens”). Each MSF Token will represent an ownership interest in the Fund, which invests in films 
and other entertainment assets. MSF Tokens will be restricted securities issued under the exemp-
tions from registration provided by Regulation D of  the Act and are not part of  the Moviecoin 
distribution.

The MSF Tokens offering is to be conducted in accordance with rules regarding a private sale 
of  securities. The Company plans to use proceeds of  the offering to (i) capitalize the MovieCoin 
Smart Fund, a financing vehicle to be organized under MovieCoin Capital and serviced by Movie-
Coin Entertainment, (ii) fund investments in a portfolio of  qualifying theatrical film and television 
projects or other strategic entertainment investments permitted under the Fund documents. The 
issuance of  MSF Tokens or other securities exchangeable, transferrable or convertible into MSF 
Tokens at a later date shall be conducted in a manner that is legally compliant with all applicable 
securities and regulatory laws in the relevant jurisdictions. 

Any offering of  such securities shall be conducted pursuant to the terms described in a pri-
vate placement memorandum, which shall include limitations on participation in the offering 
among any prospective parties that may not qualify for participation in the offering. The Com-
pany believes the proposed MSF Tokens sale will provide participants in the offering with certain 
benefits associated with the MovieCoin platform, including BANKEX Proof-of-Asset Protocol 
and monetization applications to be managed by the Company or third-party exchanges. MSF 
Tokens are to be structured as asset-backed investments in the profits or losses of  the MovieCoin 
Smart Fund. Interested parties must carefully review the offering materials, investor qualifications 
and other notices contained therein. 

MovieCoin Capital expects the Fund to finance a 8 to 10 widely-released theatrical films on 
an annual basis during the term of  the Fund. The Fund’s capital available for investment, together 
with amounts borrowed under credit facilities to be established at the Fund, are to be used to fully 
finance the production cost of  each film at special purpose finance entities formed for each film 
project. The MovieCoin Entertainment management team has decades of  experience arranging 
similar financing structures for critically-acclaimed and commercially-successful theatrical motion 
pictures.

The Fund intends to own all rights to the films it finances and to build a valuable content 
library12  that can be re-marketed, re-licensed and re-financed to benefit MSF Token holders. The 
Fund’s films will be insured and bonded to mitigate film production, completion and delivery risk.

9. Appendix

The MovieCoin Smart Fund
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The Company intends to establish the Fund to be revolving and open-ended, such that earn-
ings of  each motion picture or other assets are to be re-invested in subsequent projects, creating 
a diverse portfolio of  assets that continues to build catalogue value over time as more content is 
financed by the Fund. Additionally, the Fund may elect to realize a return on its investments by 
monetizing all or a portion of  the films it finances as MovieCoin Smart Asset Tokens through the 
Initial MovieCoin Smart Asset Offering (ISAO) process described above. 

For information regarding the terms of  the offering MSF Tokens, please visit MovieCoin 
Capital’s website (https://moviecapital.io). Note that the MSF Token offering is limited to 
accredited investors under Regulation D.

https://moviecapital.io
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Footnotes

1. Place of  incorporation to be determined within 90 days.
2. BANKEX as referenced throughout this Whitepaper refers to affiliates of  BKX, a compa-

ny incorporated under the laws of  Cayman Islands. The BANKEX trademark forms have been 
filed in the U.S. and are pending approval.

3. Ethereum network is a decentralized platform that runs smart contracts, or applica-
tions that run exactly as programmed without any possibility of  downtime, censorship, fraud or 
third-party interference. These applications run on a custom-built blockchain, an enormously 
powerful shared global infrastructure that can move value around and represent the ownership 
of  property.

4. BANKEX Proof-of-Asset Protocol – a standard that enables new generation of  assets and 
contracts called Decentralized capital markets. BANKEX is the building Internet of  Assets (IoA) 
on the principles of  Bank-as-a-Service (BaaS), powered by Internet of  Things (IoT) and Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) technologies. PoA protocol is open for third party fintech providers, AI and IOT 
labs, traditional financial institutions and asset owners

5. Tokenization is the process of  digitizing an asset (whether or not a physical asset), verifying 
it and then putting it on the blockchain as a MovieCoin Smart Asset

6. MovieCoin Exchange Terminal – an exchange terminal that allows Moviecoin Token 
holders to trade MovieCoin Smart Assets against Moviecoin Tokens, BKX Tokens and other 
cryptocurrencies.

7. Cost of  issuance and other transaction costs of  the token sale are included among alloca-
tions for Marketing & Advertisement, Partnerships, Legal & Compliance and Reserves.

8. Follow-on sales are anticipated to be used for future platform development and for expan-
sion into certain targeted territories (e.g., China).

9. A class of  digital assets that are tokenized using the BANKEX Proof-of-Asset Protocol 
(PoAP). In the case of  MovieCoin, each movie produced on the platform will become a Movie-
Coin Smart Asset once it has been tokenized.

10. Tokenization is the process of  digitizing an asset (whether or not a physical asset), verify-
ing it and then putting it on the blockchain as a MovieCoin Smart Asset.

11. A module structure that allows companies using the PoAP to build their own set of  func-
tionalities. The list of  offered modules can be found at https://bankex.com. Each module 
requires BKX tokens as gas.

12. A portfolio of  movies or television series that are financed by MovieCoin Capital pursu-
ant to a multi-project financing arrangement intended to reduce financial risk of  content invest-
ment through diversification of  project investments

https://bankex.com.

